Equational deduction is generalised within a category-based abstract model theory framework, and proved complete under a hypothesis of quanti er projectivity, using a semantic treatment that regards quanti ers as models rather than variables, and regards valuations as model morphisms rather than functions. Applications include many and order sorted conditional] equational logics, Horn clause logic, equational deduction modulo a theory, constraint logics, and more, as well as any possible combination among them. In the cases of equational deduction modulo a theory and of constraint logic the completeness result is new.
Introduction
A uniform treatment of the model theory of classical equational logic is now possible due to the comprehensive development of categorical universal algebra; without any claim of completeness, I mention the so-called Lawvere algebraic theories, either in classical form 33] or in monadic form 34] (although neither of these ts order sorted algebra nicely), the theory of sketches 2], and the recently developed theory of \abstract algebraic institutions" 37, 38] . However, no uniform proof theory has previously been developed for all these equational logics. It could be argued that, at least for computation, the proof theory is more important than the model theory. In Computing Science model theory is far more important as a methodology or style of thinking than it is in itself. A major contribution of this paper is that it lays bare the architecture of equational deduction, i.e., the conceptual structure that underlies it. An abstract model theoretic approach to category-based equational deduction allows all concepts and results to be proved at the highest appropriate level of abstraction. Through a gradual re nement process (which could be seen as \climbing down" the abstraction levels) all concepts (including the rules of inference for category-based equational deduction) can be made explicit in the concrete cases, while still hiding away all the irrelevant details when focusing on a particular equational logical system. Equational logic 7] emerged from the study of universal algebra 42] . The ADJ group demonstrated for the rst time the importance of (many sorted) equational logic for the theory of abstract data types in the context of algebraic semantics for programming. The recent development of declarative programming has given an increased rôle to equational logics. Computing in functional programming languages in fact means deduction in their underlying equational logics. A good example is OBJ 27] , rigourously based on order sorted conditional equational logic 23] . Even computation in Horn clause logics (as in pure Prolog) can be regarded as equational deduction in a precise way 11]. Thus, equational logic provides an adequate framework for unifying functional and logic programming 21, 22] . Equational logic can also be used as a meta-programming language, by encoding the inference rules of any logical system as rewrite rules 24] .
Equational logic and programming
Powerful computational techniques have been developed for implementing di erent programming systems based on di erent versions of equational logic. Rewriting (in the context of functional programming) and narrowing 1 (in the context of equational logic programming) are the best known. Equational deduction bridges the gap between the operational semantics and model theory of these paradigms; some such reconciliation is essential for understanding the correctness of the implementations. The completeness and soundness of the computing systems rigorously based on some equational logic depends on the completeness and soundness of the operational semantics with respect to the deduction system of the equational logic involved, as well as on the completeness and soundness of the equational deduction system with respect to its model theory.
Abstract model theory
By abstract model theory (abbreviated as AMT) we mean far more than the respective tradition in logic which abstracts the Tarskian approach to cover other logical systems 2 (e.g., 4, 3] ). Our AMT framework is very close in spirit to the theory of institutions 17] in the sense that it abstracts Tarski's classic semantic de nition of truth 39], based on a relation of satisfaction between models and sentences, and it uses category theory in a very similar manner to achieve generality and simplicity; in both approaches the models form the abstract structure of a category. In fact, the theory of institutions was a great source of permanent inspiration for our framework as truly ful lling the original vision of abstract model theory. Two main di erences between our approach and the theory of institutions are: the concept of satisfaction between models and sentences is signi cantly less abstract in our approach because, although the models are fully abstracted and the sentences generalise the traditional notions of equation, the actual satisfaction relation is de ned in a way that abstracts exactly the traditional equational logic satisfaction between algebras and equations, rather than being an unde ned primitive, as in the theory of institutions; and our framework does not contain a direct mathematical formulation of the intuition that \truth is invariant under change of notation" which is somehow central for the theory of institutions. However, the second point addresses the problem of the technical relationship between this AMT framework and the theory of institutions . 12] shows that this framework can be naturally embedded into the theory of institutions. On the other hand, our AMT framework can be internalised in any many sorted liberal institution 3 .
Finally, the spirit in which we use abstract model theory has many similarities with the so-called Hungarian School of abstract model theory 4 .
Category-based equational logics
The abstract model theoretic framework underlying our theory is called category-based equational logic and it was originally designed for the work on the semantics of equational and constraint logic programming 12] .
Category-based equational logic achieves a delicate balance between abstraction and concreteness; this balance makes possible the natural encoding of all important principles and phenomena related exactly to the equational logic programming paradigm, but staying away from the details of any particular logical system. This explains why the AMT framework of the paper technically lives on a lower level of abstraction than the theory of institutions that was designed to be used in the wider context of declarative programming. The analogy with classical algebra might be enlightening. Although the mathematical structure underlying modern algebra is that of a ring, the structure of module 5 is more important for a more specialised area like linear algebra. However, there is a close relationship (both technically and in spirit) between rings and modules, although rings may also be fundamental for number theory, which is only indirectly related to linear algebra. In the same way, institutions may be relevant to an area only remotely related to equational logic programming, such as semantics for the object paradigm 15, 8, 19] .
The framework of category-based equational logic consists of a forgetful functor from a category of \models" to a base category of \domains". In most cases, this functor has a left adjoint constructing the \terms" of the particular equational logic. In 12], the idea of doing equational logic in the abstract framework of a forgetful functor from a category of \models" to a category of \domains" is an e ective tool in developing an abstract model theoretic semantics for equational and constraint logic programming. This includes a purely model theoretic approach on the completeness of the paramodulation-based operational semantics for equational logic programming (using an abstract de nition of \rewriting context" as an endo-natural transformation on the forgetful functor from models to domains), the behaviour of equational logic programming queries and their solutions with respect to modularisation in the style of OBJ (based on the perspective on the forgetful functors from models to domains as signatures for an institution of category-based equational logic) and a treatment of constraint logic programming along the lines sketched by Goguen and Meseguer in 22] (with a semantics based on comma categories of models over a built-in model, so as to reduce them to our theory of category-based equational logic). 3 Institutions for which there exists a forgetful functor from signatures to sets (\extracting the sort component of the signatures") that has a left adjoint left inverse; see 12]. 4 1] being a representative piece of work of this school. 5 Not to be confused to the Computing concept of module!
In this paper we deal with the concept of equational deduction and with Herbrand's Theorem. By taking the semantics perspective on terms as elements of a carrier of a free model 6 , the quanti cation of equations is abstracted from variables to models, consequently, valuations are abstracted from simple assignments of the variables to model morphisms. The completeness of equational logics is obtained in a way faithful to the traditional approaches by using the free models of equational theories, although it requires assuming projectivity of quanti ers. Free models (i.e., term models in concrete cases) satisfy this projectivity condition in the presence of an Axiom of Choice (formulated in purely categorical terms) for domains. Under two niteness conditions 7 , the completeness result takes an e ective form. The rst one corresponds to the niteness of the conditions in equations, and the second one to the preservation of ltered colimits (in turn to the fact that the model operations are nitary in the concrete cases).
A generic Herbrand's Theorem (in two versions) formulated in the style of 22], i.e., characterising Herbrand models as initial models of the program regarded as an equational theory appears as a consequence of the completeness result. This provides mathematical foundations for equational logic programming paradigm in the style of Eqlog 21, 22] . When applied to constraint logics (as discussed above), this gives a version of Herbrand's Theorem for constraint logic programming 12]. Despite the sophistication of this last result, it is obtained with minimal e ort due to the abstract model theoretic machinery.
An important class of applications concerns equational deduction modulo a theory. This arises when some equations in a program are non-orientable, making them useless as rules (i.e., for rewriting or narrowing). The most notorious cases are associativity (A), commutativity (C) and their combination (AC). Also, graph rewriting is a particular case of rewriting modulo a theory 5]. One conclusion of this work is that there is no fundamental di erence between ordinary equational deduction and equational deduction modulo a theory. Based on this level of denotational semantics, 12] extends this conclusion to the realm of operational semantics.
This paper is organised as follows:
A preliminary section introduces the concept of categorical relation upon which the proof theory is technically based, followed by a categorical treatment of niteness and its application to categorical relations. The second part of the preliminaries discusses the abstract model theoretic framework of the paper, showing how some major equational logic systems in Computing Science fall under this framework. The core section deals with the completeness of category-based equational deduction, ending with Herbrand's Theorem. The last section assumes the existence of the free models. This helps with deriving some of our technical conditions from more intuitive properties of the logical systems, as well as with giving a more detailed description of the inference rules for categorybased equational deduction. 6 As opposed to to the syntactic perspective that regards terms as tree-like syntactic constructs. 7 Both of them are encoded in purely categorical terms.
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Preliminaries
This work assumes some familiarity with the basic notions of universal algebra and category theory. I generally use the same notation and terminology as Mac Lane's standard category theory textbook 32], except that the composition of arrows is denoted by \;" and written in diagrammatic order. Application of functions (functors) to arguments may be written either normally by using parentheses, or else in the diagrammatic order without parentheses.
Categories are usually denoted by capital bbold letters; the standard ones usually have a name whose rst letter is written in capital bbold. For example, the category of sets and functions is denoted by Set, and the category of categories and functors is denoted by Cat. Functors are usually (but not always!) denoted by caligraphic capital letters; particularly for`functor variables' as opposed to functors whose action is known. Objects in categories are usually denoted by small or latin capital letters.
Recall from 32] that given a functor C C ?! E, and an object a 2 jCj, the comma category (a#C) has arrows a t ?! cC as objects and arrows f in C as morphisms, such A category J is ltered i for any objects i; j 2 jJj, there is an object k 2 jJj such that i ! k j .
Categorical Relations
The categorical version of binary relation plays a central rôle in this work. Here k plays the rôle of \object of indices" and l; r stand for the projections which give the left-hand side and the right-hand side of any pair of elements belonging to the relation 8 .
Example 2.2 Let be the usual \less than or equal" relation on the set ! of natural numbers. We can de ne the set of indices to be f(x; y) j x; y 2 ! and x yg, and let l; r : k ! ! be the projections, i.e., l(x; y) = x and r(x; y) = y. 2 De nition 2. 
2
Fact 2.4 For any category X let X! ! be the category having the same objects as X and pairs of parallel arrows as maps. Let X be the functor X ! X! ! doubling each arrow in X. Then for any object a in X, the inclusion a between binary relation representations on a is the preorder obtained by collapsing 9 the comma category ( X #a). 
Finiteness
This subsection deals with niteness. The concept of niteness is essential for proving the completeness of equational deduction.
Finite objects
The link between niteness and lteredness is now established in di erent branches of mathematics. Although it is hard to trace back its origins, we mention the rôle played by lteredness in explaining some Birkho -like axiomatisation results in abstract model theory. Our categorical treatment of niteness is in uenced by the de nition of \L-small objects" in 1].
De nition 2. Fact 2.22 Any nite binary relation on a 2 jXj is nite as an object of ( X #a). 2
The converse doesn't necessarily hold. However, a natural condition on the base category ensures that nite binary relations on an object a correspond exactly to the nite objects in ( X #a). The next de nition is adapted from 1]: De nition 2.23 The category X is algebroidal i each of its objects can be presented as a ltered colimit of nite objects. 2
Both Set S and Vect K are examples of algebroidal categories. In the former case, any S-sorted set is the union of its nite subsets, while in the latter case, each vector space over a eld K is the colimit of its nite dimensional subspaces. ?!a hl; ri nite such that hl; ri hl 0 ; r 0 i. 2 
Models and Domains
This paper takes a top-down approach to equational logics, in the spirit of abstract model theory 3, 17] , in the sense that all concepts and results are developed at the highest possible level of abstraction. New levels of concreteness, necessary for some concepts and results, are obtained by adding new hypotheses to the previous levels. The basic framework distills the essential ingredients characterising equational logics.
The semantics of any equational] logical system is given by its models. In general, the soundness of the inference rules of a logical system is checked against the models by using a satisfaction relation between models and sentences (in traditional mathematical logic this idea was rst formalised in 39]). Model morphisms are translations between models. We assume that models and their morphisms form a category. Inspired by the theory of institutions 17], equational logics can be \localized" to signatures. A model is an interpretation of a particular signature into a domain. Therefore any model has an underlying domain, and moreover, this correspondence should be functorial. Any two parallel model morphisms identical as maps between the underlying domains are the same.
All these hypotheses are formulated within the following general assumption:
There is an abstract category of \models" A and a \forgetful" functor U : A ! X to a category of \domains" X that is faithful and preserves pullbacks.
In practice, the forgetful functor U always has a left adjoint F, which means that for every x 2 jXj (which can be thought as a domain of variables) there is a \free model" xF, in the sense that there is a \canonical interpretation" x : x ! xFU of \the variables" into the free model satisfying the following universal property: Notice that (A; U) can be regarded as a concrete category (in the sense of 31]) over the category of domains. The condition that U preserves pullbacks relates to the fact that congruences are equivalences; this will become more transparent later. Notice that U automatically preserves pullbacks whenever it has a left adjoint (see 32]).
The simplicity of this basic framework is an expression of the simplicity of equational logic in general. This framework supports the internalisation of all concepts and results in equational logic; this internalisation will be called category-based equational logic.
The rest of this section is devoted to the presentation of some major equational logical systems in use in Computing Science within the framework of our general assumption.
Many sorted algebra
Many sorted algebra (abbreviated MSA) seems to have been rst studied by Higgins 30] around 1963, and Benabou 6] gave an elegant category theoretic development around 1968, overcoming some of the technical di culties 10 in 30]. It was later noted that using sorts in automatic theorem proving can be an advantage, because it can greatly reduce the search space (e.g., see 41] ).
The use of sorted sets (also called indexed families) for MSA was introduced by Goguen in lectures at the University of Chicago in 1968, and rst appeared in print in 13]. Sorted sets allow a simpler notation than alternative approaches, and also allow overloading; however, overloading only reveals its full potential in order sorted algebra. The basic de nitions for overloaded MSA are quite simple:
De nition 2.27 Given a set S, we let S denote the set of all nite sequences of elements from S, and we let ] denote the empty sequence of elements from S. Given an S-sorted set A and w = s 1 :::s n 2 S , let A w = A s 1 A sn ; in particular, let A ] = f?g, some one pointed set.
A signature (S; ) is an S S-indexed set = f w;s j w 2 S ; s 2 Sg; we often write just instead of (S; ). Notice that this de nition permits overloading, in that the sets w;s need not be disjoint; this can be useful in many applications. Let Alg denote the category with -algebras as objects and -homomorphisms as morphisms. There is a forgetful functor U : Alg ! Set S from the category of -algebras to the category of S-sorted sets which forgets the interpretations of the operations in . In this example, Alg is the category of models and Set S is the category of domains.
Given a many sorted signature , an S-sorted set X will be called a set of variable symbols if the sets X s are disjoint from each other and from all the sets w;s . Given a set X of variable symbols, we let T (X ) denote the (S-sorted) term algebra with operation symbols from and variable symbols from X ; it is the free -algebra generated by X , in the sense that if v : X ! A is an assignment, i.e., a (many sorted) function to a -algebra A, then there is a unique extension of v to a -homomorphism v ] : T (X ) ! A. In order to make this construction more precise, we de ne (T (X )) s to be the least set of strings of symbols such that
1. ];s X s (T ;s (X )), and 2. 2 s1:::sn;s and ti 2 T ;si (X ) imply that the string (t1; : : : ; tn) is in T ;s (X ).
The -structure of T (X ) is the canonical one. (Strictly speaking, the usual term algebra is not free unless the constant symbols, in ];s for s 2 S, are mutually disjoint; however, even if they are not disjoint, a closely related term algebra, with constants annotated by their sort, is free.) This construction is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor U : Alg ! Set S . Also, we let T denote the initial term -algebra, T (;), recalling that this means that there is a unique -homomorphism ! A : T ! A for any -algebra A. Call t 2 T a ground -term. Given a ground -term t, let t A denote the element ! A (t) in A. Call A reachable i ! A is surjective, i.e., i each element of A is \named" by some ground term.
Order sorted algebra
The rst paper on order sorted algebra (abbreviated as OSA) 14] says that its main motivation is to provide a better way of treating errors in abstract data types 12 ; another motivation is that the use of subsorts can greatly speed up certain theorem proving problems 40]. OSA adds to MSA a partial ordering on the set of sorts, which is interpreted as inclusion among the corresponding carriers; all approaches to OSA share this essential idea. The ideas in 14] were further re ned by Goguen In 23], overloaded OSA is developed with coherent signatures in a way that closely parallels traditional general algebra; in particular, there are order sorted versions of subalgebra, congruence, term, deduction, initial and free algebras, completeness, etc. Regularity guarantees that every order sorted term has a well de ned least sort; this can simplify the implementation of overloaded OSA. Here is the formal de nition:
De nition 2.29 An order sorted signature (S; ; ) is regular i it is monotone, and given 2 w 1 ;s 1 and w 0 w 1 , there is a least rank hw; si such that w 0 w and 2 w;s . Also (S; ; ) is coherent i it is locally ltered and regular. 2
A weaker condition that is necessary and su cient for all terms to have a least sort parse is given in 23]. In essence, the regular OSA of 23] allows \multiple universes," one for each connected component of the sort hierarchy, without bothering whether they overlap. However, the programme of general algebra can be carried out in much greater generality than this. In fact, 18] emphasizes that overloaded OSA can be developed for arbitrary locally ltered signatures; in particular, initial algebras exist for signatures that are neither regular nor monotone. In fact, all the standard results of general algebra carry through for any locally ltered signature, and this extends to signatures of non-monotonicities as well. An important technical result about the loose semantics of overloaded OSA, which also extends to non-monotonicities, is that any variety of algebras is equivalent (in the categorical sense) to a quasi-variety of many sorted algebras. This result implies that overloaded OSA has all the nice mathematical properties of MSA; for example, it can be used to prove the initiality, Birkho variety and quasi-variety theorems.
Given an order sorted signature (S; ; ), the -algebras and their homomorphisms form a category Alg . This is the category of models for OSA. The domains are the many sorted sets. We wish to emphasize that the domains for OSA should not have an ordersorted structure. This idea is supported by the way OSA is implemented; at the theory level, the necessity to work with many sorted domains rather than order sorted domains will become more transparent later. The forgetful functor U : Alg ! Set S forgets both the algebraic and the order-sortedness structure.
Other approaches on OSA could be treated in a similar manner. For a recent comparative survey on di erent approaches on OSA see 18].
Horn clause logics
The model theory of equational logics has an algebraic nature due to the absence of predicates (relational symbols). This is a big advantage over model theories involving relations, since powerful and elaborate algebraic methods can be used (see 17, 23] for the semantics of programming languages). However, it is well known that Horn clause logics (abbreviated as HCL), for example, do not lack nice semantical properties like completeness or existence of initial models. Moreover, the way these properties are obtained has a strong algebraic avour 22]. This somehow suggests the algebraic nature of Horn clause logics. Theorem 2.30 14 gives an embedding of any category of models corresponding to a rst order signature as a retract of the category of algebras corresponding to an algebraic signature obtained from the original rst order signature by turning the predicates into operations. The idea of interpreting the predicates as`boolean valued' operations is hardly new. It was even used for promoting narrowing as operational semantics for logic programming 10]. However, our approach is slightly di erent, because from the very beginning we dismiss a full boolean structure on the new sort of truth values. Moreover, our approach emphasizes on the model theory side (Theorem 2.30). This gives an e ective method for applying algebraic techniques to a large class of model theoretic problems in logic programming. For example, the construction of initial models and, more generally, of free models of logic programs 22] follows immediately from the well-known construction of initial and free algebras (see 23, 26] , etc). The same principle applies to the case of the free extensions along theory morphisms.
Recall (e.g., from 17]) that a (many sorted) rst order signature is a triple For a rst order signature (S; ; ), let Mod S; ; denote the category of (S; ; )-models and their morphisms. We will often write ( ; ) for (S; ; ), leaving the sort set implicit. The nal conclusion of this paragraph is that given a rst order signature ( ; ), the category of models for HCL can be taken as Alg b b , and the category of domains should be taken as Set S . Remark that in HCL, unlike in MSA, the forgetful functor from the category of models to the category of domains (i.e., Alg b b ! Set S ) is not monadic.
Equational logic modulo a theory
Equational deduction modulo a set of axioms (abbreviated as ELT ) becomes vital when dealing with non-orientable equations in the context of rewriting. A detailed exposition on the subject is given in 16]. Although in practice non-orientable rules are always unconditional, there is no theoretical reason to exclude the case of equational deduction modulo a set of conditional equations.
De nition 2.31 16 ] Given a MSA signature (S; ) and a collection E of -equations, a -term modulo E is just an element t of T ;E (X ) (i.e., the quotient of the term algebra T (X ) determined by E). 2 15 f + is f restricted to non-empty strings.
Equational deduction modulo E is based a generalisation of the usual concepts in MSA to \concepts modulo E". This includes also the inference rules. In order to have a model theory for equational logic modulo E, we need an adequate notion of model for this type of logic. It is therefore natural to consider Alg ;E as the category of models for the equational logic modulo E. This idea is consistent with having \algebras modulo a theory" as models for ELT. The category of domains is the category Set S of S-sorted sets and functions. The forgetful functor U : Alg ;E ! Set S forgets both the axioms and the algebraic structure of the algebras.
Example 2.32 The logic of Mosses's uni ed algebras from 35] could be regarded as equational logic modulo a conditional theory. All uni ed speci cations of a given uni ed signature contain a core essentially consisting of Horn clauses. Uni ed algebras appear as models of this speci cation. 2 
Constraint logics
This paragraph is based on the more elaborated abstract model theoretic semantics for constraint logic programming given in 12]. This treatment of constraint logic (abbreviated CL) as ordinary equational logics extends Goguen-Meseguer's approach on constraint logic programming in the context of the language Eqlog 22] . We sketch here a brief description of the main ideas within the framework of Horn clause logic with equality rather than internalising them into an abstract model theoretic framework 16 . 
Summary of Examples
The following table gives the summary of how the logical systems presented above t our abstract model theoretic framework:
A ( Alg ;E Set S axioms + algebraic structure CL (A#Alg( )) Set S 0 comma-category structure + algebraic structure It is possible to have a combination of any of these logical systems, like order sorted Horn clause logic with equality, for example. An interesting case is given by the logic underlying Eqlog which combines all logical systems presented above (Eqlog capabilities of generalised constraint logic programming involves also CL).
Category-Based Equational Deduction and its Completeness
In this section we develop a categorical proof theory for equational logics and we prove its completeness with respect to the model theory. The basic assumption is that the category A of models has pullbacks and coequalisers. The proof theory is based on a categorical abstraction of some basic concepts which constitute the very essence of equational logic and universal algebra. This includes notions like congruence, term algebra, substitution, equations (represented here as parallel pairs of arrows, hardly a new idea, see 28, 29] ), and satisfaction. Following the main idea of 9], the quanti cation of equations is abstracted from variables to models, consequently, valuations are abstracted from simple assignments of the variables to model morphisms. This new level of abstraction is based on a semantic perspective on terms as elements of the carrier of a free model, rather than as tree-like syntactical constructs. The fact that equational deduction can be fully extended to this level without any fundamental di culty proves the precedence of the semantic over syntax for equational logics. The semantic architecture of a particular equational logic system seems to be the only thing that really matters for its deductive system. A technical consequence is the possibility of developing the main core of the equational proof theory without using freeness.
Congruences
Both the construction of quotient models and the formulations of a complete system of inference rules for equational logics rely upon a notion of congruence.
De nition 3.1 Let A be an arbitrary model. A binary relation Q on the underlying domain of A is a congruence i it is a kernel of a model morphism, i.e., there is a model morphism in A such that Q = U(ker ). All forgetful functors from models to domains presented as examples in Section 2.3 are nitary. This is due to the fact that all operation and relational symbols involved take only a nite number of arguments and it will be explicated in Section 4.
Equations, Queries and Satisfaction
Traditionally, equations are pairs of terms constructed from the symbols of a signature plus some variables. Goguen and Meseguer emphasized for the rst time the importance of explicit quanti cation in the context of many sorted equational logic 20] . In this way, the quanti er becomes part of the concept of equation. Although terms are syntactic constructs, from a model theoretic perspective they are just elements of the free term model over the set of the quanti ed variables. Any valuation of the variables into a model extends uniquely to a model morphism evaluating both sides of the equation. Thus, a more semantical treatment of quanti cation would regard quanti ers as models rather than collections of variables, and would regard valuations as model morphisms rather than as evaluations of variables into models. This has already been done in 9] in the context of many sorted algebra. This non-trivial generalisation of the notions of sentence and satisfaction in equational logic also supports the extension of the equational proof theory along the same lines without any di culty. Moreover, this semantic approach to equational logic brings a sense of simplicity and unity to the proof theory which is somehow lost in the more traditional syntactical frameworks.
De nition 3. The following de nition is a standard extension of the concept of satisfaction between models and sentences to satisfaction between sets of sentences only:
De nition 3.11 A set ? of equations satis es the equation e, ? j = e in symbols, i any model satisfying ? satis es e as well. 2 
Completeness
Our approach to the completeness of category-based equational deduction follows the traditional approach (probably originating with Birkho 's work on universal algebra, see 7]), in that the central concept is the congruence determined by an arbitrary collection ? of conditional] equations on an arbitrary model A. The key to the completeness result is to regard this congruence in two di erent ways: the rst way is as the collection of unconditional equations quanti ed by A that can be syntactically inferred from ?; while the second one is as the collection of unconditional equations quanti ed by A which are semantical consequences of ?. Because of the semantic treatment of equation and satisfaction underlying this work, there is no distinction between the congruence determined by ? on the free models (this case corresponding to the traditional treatments of the completeness of equational logics) and on other models. This is very important in the context of the semantics of constraint logic programming given in 12], because it invokes \built-in models" that are not term models in general.
The rôle of projectivity was rst pointed out in 9], and in the presence of a left adjoint to the forgetful functor from \models" to \domains", it is directly related to a categorical formulation of the Axiom of Choice for domains. Despite the high level of generality and abstraction, the rules of inference of category-based equational deduction are made gradually explicit. They can be easily recognized even within the most abstract formulation of completeness. In the case of conditional category-based equational deduction, the most syntactic formulation of the completeness result depends directly on two niteness conditions. The rst one requires that the hypotheses of the equations should be nite. The second one corresponds in practice to nite arities for the operator symbols.
De nition 3.12 Let ? be a set of conditional equations. A congruence C on A is closed under ?-substitutivity i for all (8B)hl 0 ; r 0 i if hl; ri in ? and any morphism h : B ! A, hl; hU; r; hUi C implies hl 0 ; hU; r 0 ; hUi C . 2 Proposition 3. In the case of unconditional equations, A ? has a rather simple representation that shows that any category-based equational deduction is equivalent to a category-based equational deduction in which all applications of the substitutivity rule took place before any application of the congruence rule 18 . Proof: De ne hl 0 ; r 0 i to be S fhl; f U; r; f Ui j (8B)hl; ri 2 ?; f 2 A(B; A)g, and for each n 2 !, hl 2n+1 ; r 2n+1 i to be Chl 2n ; r 2n i, and hl 2n+2 ; r 2n+2 i to be hl 2n+1 ; r 2n+1 i S fhl 0 ; hU; r 0 ; hUi j (8B)hl 0 ; r 0 i if hl; ri 2 ?; h 2 A(B; A); hl; hU; r; hUi hl 2n+1 ; r 2n+1 ig.
Observe that for each n 2 !, hl n ; r n i hl n+1 ; r n+1 i. The union A ? = S n2! hl n ; r n i could be realised as an !-colimit of the inclusion chain hl 0 ; r 0 i hl 1 ; r 1 i ::: in the comma category ( X #AU) (the !-completeness of X lifts to the comma category ( X #AU)). We The rst one is the congruence rule and the second one is the substitutivity rule.
In 12], a paramodulation based operational semantics for equational logic programming is developed within the same AMT framework. The paramodulation relation A ? induced by a con uent program ? on a reachable model A is shown to coincide with A ? . This provides foundations for proving the completeness of conditional rewriting, and to the completeness of paramodulation and narrowing via Lifting Lemmas. When A is a quotient modulo a theory of the ground term model, this result corresponds the completeness of paramodulation and narrowing modulo a theory.
Herbrand's Theorem
Herbrand's Theorem provides mathematical foundations for logic programming. In this section we present a version of Herbrand's Theorem in our AMT framework, based on the categorical characterisation of Herbrand Universes as initial models for equational logic programs. This idea was rst exploited in the context of order sorted Horn clause logic with equality by Goguen and Meseguer 22] . The results in this subsection can be seen as an AMT generalisation of the extension of their results to equational logics with projective models as quanti ers.
Only for this section, we assume the category A has an initial model; we denote it by 0 A . In the case of many sorted equational logic this is the initial algebra of ground terms. Example 3.23 Consider an algebraic signature (S; ). The initial algebra for this signature is T , i.e., the algebra of ground terms. There exists at least one S-sorted function from any S-sorted X to T i T ;s 6 = ; for all s 2 S. A su cient but not necessary] condition is that for each sort s 2 S, there is at least one constant of that sort, i.e., ];s = ;. 2 4 Consequence of freeness So far, our development has avoided the use of freeness, i.e., the existence of term models. By using this concept, we can further explicitate the inference rules for equational deduction by splitting the rule of congruence into equivalence (i.e., re exivity + symmetry + transitivity) and closure under operations.
Moreover, by assuming freeness, we relate the projectivity condition on quanti ers to a condition on the category of domains corresponding to the Axiom of Choice. We can also see how the nitarity condition on the forgetful functor from models to domains boils down in practice to the niteness of the arities of the model operations. Finally, in the presence of freeness, we can formulate and prove a more computational version for Herbrand's Theorem.
This section assumes the forgetful functor U has a left adjoint F.
The existence of congruence closures
The congruence closure of any binary relation can be constructed in two steps strongly reminiscent of the rules of equivalence (i.e., re exivity, symmetry and transitivity) and congruence (i.e., closure under \model operations") from equational logic 20, Ui is obtained by taking the union of the increasing chain of S-sorted relations hl n ; r n i n2! , where hl 0 ; r 0 i = hl; ri and hl n+1 ; r n+1 i = hl n ; r n i fh A (l n ); A (r n )i j 2 g. h A (l n ); A (r n )i is obtained by relating the results of all the applications of the operation A to all pairs of elements related by hl n ; r n i. The 
2
The construction of the congruence closure of a binary relation can also be done in most cases by swapping the two steps corresponding to the closure under equivalence and closure under model operations, i.e., closing under equivalence rst and under model operations afterwards. This requires coequalisers in the category of domains. However, our AMT framework is too abstract for proving the validity of this alternative construction of the congruence closure; half of it still holds at this level: This follows from the fact that l; eU = r; eU implying that l; eU = r; eU, and further implying that l ] ; e = r ] ; e via the uniqueness part of the universal property corresponding to the adjunction determined by U. 2 
Finitary`model operations'
In this subsection we show how the nitarity of U (see De nition 3.5) reduces down in practice to the niteness of the model operations. The AMT formulation of` nitary model operations' is that the forgetful functor U from models to domains preserves ltered colimits. Proposition 4.6 Assume the category of domains X is algebroidal and has nite colimits and ltered unions of equivalences. Then U is nitary if the forgetful functor U from models to domains preserves ltered colimits.
Proof: Let k hl;r i ?! AU be an arbitrary binary relation on the underlying domain of the model A. Because X is algebroidal, k is the colimit of a ltered diagram of nite domains fk i g i2I . Let be the colimiting co-cone fk i g i2I ! k and let l i = i ; l and r i = i ; r for each i 2 jI j.
F Proof: All hypotheses of Proposition 4.6 related to the category of domains are trivially ful lled by Set S . The forgetful functors from categories of models to categories of domains preserve ltered colimits because of the nitarity of the model operations 19 . When the model operations are nitary, the forgetful functor from model to domains creates ltered colimits, and creation is a stronger property than preservation. 2 
The Axiom of Choice versus projectivity
We use a form of the Axiom of Choice formulated in our AMT framework for proving that free models are always coequaliser projective: Proposition 4.8 If each coequaliser e in the category of models is a split epi at the domain level, i.e., eU has a left inverse 20 , then each free model is coequaliser projective.
Proof: Let x 2 jXj be an arbitrary domain. We have to prove that xF is coequaliser We now show that h 0 ; e = h:
x ; (h 0 ; e)U = x ; h 0 U; eU = x ; hU; m; eU (by the de nition of h 0 ) = x ; hU (by the de nition of m) h 0 ; e = h follows because the arrow x is universal from x to U. 2
In practice, this form of the Axiom of Choice is always satis ed. In all examples previously discussed, model coequalisers are pointwise surjective because they are simply many sorted functions. The usual formulation of the Axiom of Choice asserts that for each element belonging to the image of a function, one can pick an element in the source that gets mapped into the previous one. In terms of functional composition, this is exactly the same as asserting the existence of a left inverse for any surjection, sometimes called a choice function. A special mention is necessary for the order sorted case, where the fact that the forgetful functor forgets the inclusions between the subsort interpretations is essential.
Herbrand's Theorem revisited
For this paragraph we further assume that the category A of models has an initial object 0 A .
As pointed out by Goguen ; ! 0 ? is a solution for (9B)q in 0 ? . 2 
Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has developed a category-based proof theory for equational logics, showing that the essence of the equational proof theory is independent of any particular equational] logic involved. The completeness result applies not only to the standard equational logics used in Computing, but also to more sophisticated ones like equational deduction modulo a theory, Horn clause logic or even constraint logics. The completeness of category-based equational deduction provides the technical basis for a generic abstract model theoretic version of Herbrand's Theorem (in the style of the semantics for equational logic programming given to the language Eqlog 22]). In this way, our abstract model theoretic framework becomes a general framework in which the equational logic programming paradigm can be fully developed in a model theoretic style. Although this approach is strongly in uenced by the theory of institutions, it is less abstract in the sense that it captures exactly the essence of the equational logic programming paradigm.
Further work using this abstract model theoretic framework has already been done in 12] for equational logic programming operational semantics and modularisation, and also to give an abstract model theoretic semantics to constraint logic programming in the style of Eqlog 21 . One of the greatest bene ts in the realm of operational semantics is the possibility having a purely model theoretic approach to the completeness of a paramodulation-based operational semantics for equational logic programming. The higher level of abstraction allows a uniform treatment of the operational semantics independently of the (sometimes very confusing) details of any particular logical system. It would be interesting to explore the consequences of these ideas for narrowing modulo theories, and to get new insight on the operational semantics of constraint logic programming. this might prove bene cial in the design and implementation of modular constraint languages.
